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Giko Cat

What is $GIKO?
Giko is a community driven token based on Loop
Network (LRC20).

The origin of GIKO.
In 1998, a pixelated feline named Giko emerged
from the digital underbelly of 2chan, a Japanese
online forum, forever etching its mark on internet
history. Giko, often depicted as a black cat with
wide, surprised eyes and a single pixelated tooth,
quickly became the first widely recognized cat
meme on the internet. Its playful expression and
simple charm resonated with early internet users,
solidifying its place in internet history.

Now, with the rise of memecoins onchain, we're
proud to bring Giko Cat's legacy onchain, breathing
new life into this cherished internet icon and
offering a unique opportunity for the community to
own a piece of this digital cultural gem.



Mission

Our mission is to increase awareness and adaption
of Loop Network and its ecosystem.

Vision

Our vision is to become the most widely used
memecoin in the Loop Network.
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Values
Community

Inclusivity

Utility 

We strive to create an open and welcoming
environment for all users, regardless of race,
gender, religion, or nationality.

Giko Cat is built by the community, for the
community. Renounced ownership, burned liquidity,
and an open-source codebase ensure maximum
transparency and empower holders to shape its
future.

We strive to offer practical benefits beyond just a
meme, providing value and utility to the token
holders.

Transparency 
We strive to be open and honest in all of our
interactions, and to provide our community with
clear and accurate information.

Fun
We strive to make Giko the most entertaining
memecoin experience for everyone.
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$GIKO Token

Contract Address:

Giko Cat $GIKO is a LRC20 Token on Loop Network. 

0x0C6E54f51be9A01C10d0c233806B44b0c5EE5b
D3

Total Supply:
44,000,000,000 GIKO

Token Name:
Giko Cat

Token Symbol:
GIKO

Decimals:
18

Giko Cat

Ownership
renounced

Liquidity
Burned

https://explorer.mainnetloop.com/address/0x0C6E54f51be9A01C10d0c233806B44b0c5EE5bD3
https://explorer.mainnetloop.com/address/0x0C6E54f51be9A01C10d0c233806B44b0c5EE5bD3


Initial Liquidity
90%

Burned
5%

Reserve
5%

Distribution

5% Tax

90% Initial Liquidity
5% Reserve Tokens
5% Burned

3% Treasury (buyback &
burns, marketing, future
developments, etc.)
2% Auto Liquidity

Auto Liquidity
2%

GIKO
Treasury

3%
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Roadmap
Phase 1

Token Launch
Socials Launch

Whitepaper Launch
Website Launch

Build a community
Organic marketing campaign

Phase 2

Extensive  social media campaigns
Strategic Partnerships

Cross-community competitions
Staking
Utility

Phase 3

Expand Utilities/Ecosystem
Listings
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Useful Links

Telegram
https://t.me/gikotoken

Twitter
https://twitter.com/gikotoken

Medium
https://medium.com/@gikotoken

Contract
https://explorer.mainnetloop.com
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https://x.com/gikotoken
https://medium.com/@gikotoken
https://explorer.mainnetloop.com/address/0x0C6E54f51be9A01C10d0c233806B44b0c5EE5bD3


Disclaimer

Risk Disclosure
Investing in cryptofinance assets (assets backed by

cryptocurrencies or digital token assets) involves a high
degree of risk. The price of highly volatile assets may

significantly increase or decrease within a short period of
time, and as such investors may lose their entire invested

capital. Before investing, you should thoroughly assess
your financial situation and bear the associated risks.

Legal Disclaimer 
This whitepaper does not constitute an offer or

solicitation to invest nor is it a recommendation to buy,
sell, or hold any specific tokens. Nothing expressed in this

whitepaper shall form the basis for any contract or
commitment whatsoever. Any token purchase decisions
must be made solely by individuals and/or entities based
on independent evaluation of potential benefits and risks

as well as other considerations relevant to said
individual/entity at their own discretion. No

representations are being made that any investment will
quickly lead to profits or be free from loss. By accessing
this whitepaper, you acknowledge that you have read,
understood, agree with and accept all terms described

herein. 
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